NORDISK MESTERSKAB I VIKINGESØ SMEDNING
Of cial rules for the annual Nordic-viking-nail-making-competition, as we came to love and hate it !
Anvil : A stone, not heavier than 10 kg, and, yes, you can bring your own.A sharp edg
may be created on it, by chisel or other historical method. NO holes , or at-grinding allowed.
It well be placed in the ground, and you can keep yours during the competition, after you`re out,
anyone can use it
Tools: No changes here, only hammer, nailmaker and the anvil, as always
The nail : The de nition of forging is loosely translated from german `change of shape and
diameters in hot condition ``
During the past years, these changes became less and less, for the sake of speed, and we ended
up forging ... Tacks, not nails in something like a half heat or so
Now we will make nails again , and to be called that it must be at least 60mm long (without head),
a maximum of 5mm thick.
It needs to have a head, which means at least 2mm around the whole nail. Hooks and other
creative things will not be accepted
The material we use is 10mm round (instead of 8mm ), to enable us to display our forging skills....
The nail needs to be good enough to be hammered into a slab of wood without bending or
breaking. It may be ugly as hell
At each replace we`ll put a bucket to cool the nail, in order to save valuable beer
Cooling it fast is just normal procedure, and should be ok in competition, to
The nail may be corrected cold, with the allowed tools, but once you called out `` nished ``there
may be no further alterations -may it break or bear
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This is the new concept : the slowest out, all other go on..... but here it comes : If you don`t
produce a NAIL ( see above) you are out no matter what (even girls)
In practice that means : if all 4 make a nail, the slowest is out, if we get 3 hooks, and a very slow
NAIL the nail goes on, and if we get 4 hooks.... no-one goes on.

